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Emeril Lagasse Power AirFryer 360 Instruction Manual

AIR FRYING

See owner’s manual for complete instructions and important safety information before using this product.

IMPORTANT: Unpack all parts from the box and remove any clear or blue protective film on the components.
Wash with warm soapy water before first use (only select accessories are dishwasher safe).

STEP 1

Insert the Drip Tray below the bottom heating elements (at the very bottom of the Unit).

STEP 2

Place food on a Crisper Tray* and slide the Tray into one of the shelves on the inside of the Unit. Use the markings
on the door of the Unit to choose the best shelf to use for
your recipe. * The Pizza Rack also slides into the shelves. The Baking Pan should be placed on top of the Pizza
Rack when the Baking Pan is used.



STEP 3

Use the Program Selection Knob to select the AirFry cooking preset.

STEP 4

Press the Start/Pause Button to begin the cooking process. You can press this button to pause during any
cooking cycle.

STEP 5

When the cooking cycle is complete, use oven mitts or potholders to remove the Crisper Tray by sliding it out of
the Unit.



ROTISSERIE

STEP 1

Insert the Drip Tray below the bottom heating elements (at the very bottom of the Unit).

STEP 2

Hold the assembled Rotisserie Spit at a slight angle with the right side higher than the left side and insert the left
side of the Spit into the Rotisserie connection inside the Unit. With the left side securely in place, drop the right
side of the Spit into the Rotisserie connection on the right side of the Unit.

STEP 3

Use the Program Selection Knob to select the Rotisserie cooking preset.

STEP 4

Press the Start/Pause Button to begin the cooking process. You can press this button to pause during any
cooking cycle.



STEP 5

When the cooking cycle is complete, use oven mitts or potholders (ideally silicone) to remove the Rotisserie Spit
from the Unit by lifting the right side and then the left side of the Spit to release the Spit from the connection
points.

FAQS

What is the warante?

we Bought Emeril instapot and airfryer and the kids used it once and decided it was not as presented in the
comercial and had to send it back.. They had no idea it was going to cost them to ship it back?? We paid 249.00
and they charged the kids $85.00 to ship it back.

How large of a chicken will fit on the rotisserie?

Due to the spinning action of the Rotisserie spit, it is not recommended to place anything larger than a 4 pound
chicken on the spit. The interior capacity of the actual unit can hold up to a 10-12 pound bird will roasting, not
while placed on the Rotisserie spit.

what are the dimentions?

The description is listing the shipping box dimensions:23 x 17.5 x 13.5 inches and the exterior dimensions:
19x15x9.5 inches. The interior dimensions are approx: 12.5x11x5.75 inches of usable space (you have to allow for
the heating elements at the bottom and top). It will accommodate one of those aluminum half pans that caterers
use over warmers if you use the edges of the pan to slide into the grooves where the racks and baskets go. If you
just put it on the rack, you have to bend the aluminum pan slightly inward at each end.

What are the inside dimensions of the oven?

Approximately 11″W x 10″D x 7″H. Unit has a curved back to accommodate a round pizza.

Can you cook a 12 inch pizza?

10″ not 12″

Is the interior stainless or non-stick?

Its not stainless and its not teflon and its not non-stick but it is a coated steel interior like so many other toaster
ovens , it seems to clean up easily but over time it will im sure darken so its not shiny to begin with. My experience



with cleaning its better than others since the door is tempered glass and that’s usually the area that mostly gets
dirty from spills or dropping stuff on it, like most ovens. So , for me so far so good.

Will a standard 9×13 pan fit?

No, use the pan provided. A 9×9 pan fits.

It claims to roast a 12 lb whole chicken, only does a 4 lbs rotisserie chicken. Why is that? Is it because
roasting you take all the trays out?

You got that right and because went you roast you put the chicken in the middle of the appliance.

How hot does this oven get?

It has temp setting just like regular oven.

Why no info about cost to return? It cost me $75

Is it true that it will cost 75 dollars to return it?

What are the inside dimensions in inches l w h?

10 x 13

What is the wattage of this unit?

1500W

Can I use the AirFryer without the Rotisserie?

Yes. The AirFryer can be used to cook food without the Rotisserie.

How do I clean the Power AirFryer?

To clean, wipe down the Unit with a damp cloth and mild soap. Be sure to wipe off all soap residue. Dry thoroughly
before storing.

Does the Power AirFryer have a temperature control?

No, the Power AirFryer has preset cooking cycles that automatically adjust power and time to deliver great results
every time.

Can I use metal utensils in my Power AirFryer?

No, metal utensils should not be used in your Power AirFryer. Use only wooden or plastic utensils when cooking
with your Power AirFryer. Metal utensils may scratch the non-stick coating on your Power AirFryer and may cause
damage to the heating elements or other components inside your Unit.

How well does it make toast?

Toast, bagels, and English muffins. great.

What are the Dimensions of Emeril 360 oven?

19” long, 11″ Deep, 10.5″ Tall

do you have a name list for the pans?

There is a baking pan, a pizza rack and an air fry basket, plus a rotisserie

is the oven dual voltage?

Only 110 voltage

What is the height?



The height of this Lagasse power airfryer 360 is 10.5 inches.

What is the rotisserie stand that is NOT included?

Its a piece of plastic that is cone shaped for the rotisserie to fit into.
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